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Our Community Wide Program
�Funded through a county grant using 

California’s Tobacco Tax
�Collaborate with other programs  and 

agencies serving deaf and hard of hearing  
people 

�Programs available to families with a child 
0-5, with a deaf or hard of hearing family 
member, no matter how they communicate 
or the school the child attends



There are multiple educational sources 

in the county for deaf and hard of 

hearing children, parents are often 

connected before having opportunities 

to learn about Deaf and Hearing 

cultural differences and values.



The Need for Collaborative Family 
Programs 

Parents who have hopes of exposing their 
deaf or hard of hearing child to a wide 
variety of identities are limited based on 
their assigned interventionist, educational 
philosophies of schools and agencies, and 
biases of their providers.



What is Cross Cultural 

Collaboration and Why do we Need 

to do it as an agency? 
Cultures included: Deaf / Hearing/ Ethnicity

� Perception of what you are not is “other” (Alys, Y., & Temple)

� “Othering” leads to misunderstandings of intentions (Kaye, 
Wolff)

� Fear of judgment

� Language difference and beliefs about 1st /2nd (3rd) language 
acquisition, use, and importance

� Differing attitudes on collaboration

� Differing beliefs about deafness

� Differing beliefs about how people come to know things: life 
experience of ones own or another’s, professional 
recommendation, research and statistics



Putting Aside Biases to Connect the 

Families we Serve

Connecting:

�Families with similar cultures or home 
language, in different programs

�Families with children with similar levels 
of hearing loss (unilateral)

�Families with children with autism, visual 
impairment, CIs, etc. 

�Families to the Deaf community



Why Our Program Needed 

Community Partnerships with the 

Deaf Community

� “You’re either For Us or Against Us” attitude 
that needed to be changed

� Families were scared to go to Deaf events 
and most events were aimed at adults

�There was misinformation masqueraded as 
truth about ASL, S.E.E., CIs, and hearing 
and Deaf beliefs about each other



Benefits for Families and Kids

�More resources for families
�Reduction of parental stress and isolation 

(Hintermair)
�Larger pool of language models
�Shared wisdom
�Creation of community
�Less “we’re right and you’re wrong” attitudes
�Valuing the Deaf community and members’ 

life experiences



Action Steps
•Made contact with other teachers in other programs in our 
county and discussed their families needs, programming 
preferences, and best times to schedule events.

•Asked other programs to open up their field trips and family 
events to the wider county community.

•Provided flyers to programs in English and Spanish. 

•Families and school programs using S.E.E., ASL, Listening and 
Spoken Language and assistive technology devices were targeted 
as participants of both educational and recreational events.

•Paid Deaf people for their expertise.



Collaborators
�CEID on the 0-5 population

�California Deaf Blind Services

�DCARA (Deaf Counseling Advocacy 
and Referral Agency)

�Community speakers 

�School district programs

�California School for the Deaf



Some of our Recreational Events

(7 per year)

•Beach Day
•Swimming
•Camping
•YMCA Kindergym
•Design Your Own 
Superhero costume
•Park Trips, accessible 
playgrounds, and 
picnics
•Indoor Hands on 
Toddler Museum trip
•DeafBlind
Thanksgiving Dinner



Some of our Educational Events

(6 per year)

•D/HH High School Student Panel
•Parents of young D/HH adults
•Play Strategies for the parent who isn’t home as 
much
•Deaf themed movie or documentary and 
discussion
•Watching a webinar from Gallaudet on 
becoming bilingual and discussion
•IFSP/IEP planning
•Storytelling Techniques

•Food, childcare, and interpreters provided



Partnership with The Deaf 

Counseling Advocacy and Referral 

Agency (DCARA)

•Club Saturday events targeting the 0-5 group .

•Deaf Family Mentors

Families of all Backgrounds Introduced to Deaf 
Culture



Partnership with California Deaf 

Blind Services

•Play group

•Potluck

•Guest Speakers



Surveys collected after each event 

and at the end of the year show  

•High levels of satisfaction from  parents

•Increased levels of parental advocacy 
for their children

•Reduction of  Stress and 
isolation

•Feelings of cultural respect



Community Benefits

•Parents are accepted and supported
•Families can participate together 
including siblings
•Positive relationship with community 
programs and agencies
•Increased knowledge and skills in 
understanding young Deaf Blind children 
•More visibility  for deaf children with 
multiple needs
•Positive attitudes toward ASL and Deaf 
people



Challenges
•Reputation of participating agencies based 
on historical relationships 
•Teachers in school programs not  always able 
to attend evening and weekend programs with 
families
• When more than one event was offered per 
month families were less likely to attend
•How to find D/HH children in community 
programs not D/HH specific
•Hard of Hearing and children with unilateral 
loss, where do they fit in?



Make This Happen in Your Community
�Acknowledge the importance  of collaboration, let your staff know why 
this is important for the agency, families, and children

�Make it known you aren’t there to convince or change, but to figure out 
common goal

�Build trust with other schools and agencies , know who on staff can 
make inroads

�Stand up for each other when you hear/see things in the community 
that is inaccurate

�Be willing to make shifts in power and control for events without giving 
up your core values and program philosophy

�Trade expertise  and invite partners to your school/agency to provide 
training to your staff

�Choose a location that is easy for people to get to, accessible and safe. 
Modify what exists if necessary



Lessons Learned 

•Families want to feel connected
•There are benefits from learning 
about what other programs are 
doing and working together
•Deaf/Hearing partnerships and 
collaboration can happen 
successfully  even with programs 
that differ radically in philosophy
•Trust is how to begin 



Questions? 



Contact Me:

Helisa Katz

helisa@ceid.org

510-848-4800  x. 321



Our Community Partners

California Deaf Blind Services
www.cadbs.org

Deaf Counseling, Advocacy, and Referral 
Agency
www.dcara.org

First Five of Alameda County
www.first5alameda.org
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